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Zenith Smart Contracting LLC is a private owned company

based in Dubai, United Arab Emirates dealing with construction

activities and other related works with specialized skills and expertise

in all technical disciplines related to high rise structure.

Established in 2010, we have continually grown and diversified to

offer a wide range of services to provide a comprehensive

engineering solution to the demanding requirements of Dubai market

place.

Our company is licensed by DEWA, DM, DDA ,Trakhees,

Nakheel, DCD, Du/Etisalat, SIRA.. which is capable of executing and

completing the works specialized in the construction field with the

supervision of our skilled engineers, managers and supervisors. We

have executed and completed numerous projects around Dubai.

Areas of operation include:

▪Construction & General Contracting

▪Design & Build

▪MEP Contracting

▪ Interior Fit-Outs

▪ Joinery & Carpentry

▪Glass and Aluminum

▪ Residential Refurbishment

▪ Retro Fitting

▪ Pools & Landscaping

▪Aluminum and Glass

1. Introduction
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We have the resources and skills sets necessary to advice on

refining the engineering aspects of projects in order to deliver

significant and commercial benefits. We have the support of a full

range of affiliated specialists in the field of construction.

Our goal is to build and develop middle range of projects

to provide high standards of residential and commercial

buildings to the clients and investors from feasibility study to

binding of contracts.

Zenith is committed to excellence within the Construction

Industry, and within all the divisions that we operate in. We are

continually moving forward to adapt to the growth and changes

within the market. We endeavor to produce the highest standard

end product every time, making quality workmanship, punctual

deliveries, health and safety and responsibility our top priorities.

We had the privilege of being involved in some of the most

iconic and prestigious . These include but are not limited to;

▪ Zenith Tower A1

▪ Zenith Tower A2

▪ Zenith Staff Accommodation Camp C1

Out Source Project

▪Hera Tower

▪ Interior Fit outs for Arabian Ranches Villa

▪ St. Regis Hotel at Palm tower

▪ Lulu , Festival city

Key to Success
Our clients are our top priority at all times. We take customer

satisfaction as an indicator of our success. It is our

uncompromising commitment to quality and service that has

made us the preferred partner of our esteemed clients.
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Managing Director  : Hassan Kareem Jahed Pari

Sponsor : Ghanim Ali Sayed Ibrahim Al Sada

Dubai Trade License : 641701

TRN Number                     :100055763500003

Company Founded : 2010

Company Trading 

Area : Dubai

Company Postal : P.O. Box 12518,

27th C-02,

I rise Tower, Tecom Dubai

Address  Telephone : + 971 43688588

Number  Facsimile : + 971 43688424

Store Address : Al Warsan 3

Joinery Factory : Al Warsan 3

E mail  : welcome@zenithdeveloper.net

Website : www.zenithholding.net

2. Company Details
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3. Construction

Zenith’s core focuses are general construction works, design and 

build  services and civil works. We excel in high quality construction 

and are committed to  upholding these standards in each new 

project. We have assumed a control growth  over the years, in order to 

maintain a close working relationship with our clients.

Our ability to undertake the full spectrum of building and 

construction can be  demonstrated from the wide range of projects 

we have completed, for both  commercial and residential clients. We 

are capable and willing to complete projects  of any size, from small 

to multimillion Dirham contracts.

As well as the traditional method of designing, tendering and

awarding

contracts, we also offer and undertake ‘Design and Build’ with some 

of our clients,  who require a fast track process.

We work closely with recognized and experienced consultants to 

develop the  client’s design in conjunction with a value engineering 

process. This ensures that the  end product not only meets the highest 

quality standards but also all of the client’s  requirements.

It is our committed staff and workforce that drive us to success on 

each  construction project. That is why safety is our number one 

priority. We are always  working with clients to unsure that each project 

is completed safety and responsibly

Zenith is dedicated to each and every one of our undertakings; we 

constantly  strive to complete each construction project safely, on time 

and to the highest  standard, no matter what the project value. We are 

happy to deal with all enquiries  that come forward and to assist clients 

and advise them in the best possible way.
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7

Zenith Tower A1
Dubai Sport City 
Floor: G+18 
Start Date:
2010
Completion Date:
2012
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Zenith Tower A2
Dubai Sport 1City 
Floor: G+14
Start Date:
Dec 2013
Completion Date:
Nov 2016
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Zenith Tower C1
Jebal Ali, Dubai
Floor: G+4
Start Date:
June 2018
Completion Date:
Oct 2019



Our Interiors Division was a natural progression from the success 

of the Construction  Works. We can combine a general 

construction and interior fit-out package for a client. Or  we can 

solely provide the interior fit out of an existing space.

You will recognize some of our interior works from our 

apartments  ,Our extensive portfolio includes cafe, camp, retail 

outlets,  offices, schools, spas and residential homes of various sizes 

and budgets. We have worked  with a number of reputable clients 

within the city whose business demands a top quality and  

aesthetically pleasing interior space for their customers.

Our AutoCAD Team is exceptionally talented and professional. 

We can offer an interior- design facility with the use of an artist's 

impression or the conceptual design based on the  client’s ideas 

and requirements. This includes a full architectural package which 

can include  computer based “walkthrough” programming and 

material selection prior to the  commencement of works.

We take great pride in making sure that every last detail of a 

space has a high-end finish.

Much consideration is put into how an area will be used, and 

the ease of maintaining and  cleaning the interior once it is

finished.

Joinery Factory

Zenith’s Joinery Workshop is run by a team who has more 

than 10 years of  experience in the industry. The team provides 

purpose made timber products in various  high class finishes.

4. Interiors, Fit Out Works & Joinery Factory
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Fit out Works 
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Joinery Works 



Zenith is willing and capable of undertaking

many small scale projects, in conjunction with the large works that

are ongoing. Our Small Works Division has a team of committed and

talented people, who are well versed in the various villa upgrades,

and commercial works that are constantly needed as building ages

and alter over time.

Our Small Works Division is involved in small villa works, and

renovations and alterations. Kitchens and bathroom are a very

popular choice with clients, as villas age and styles change and

therefore updates are required.

Our Pools and Landscaping Division routinely complete many small

scale works in gardens and outdoor areas, lighting enhancements,

pergolas, paving works, pool alterations are all small and simple works

that can give an outdoor area a facelift.

Our Joinery Division can design and manufacture kitchens,

furniture, garden furniture, pergolas, gazebos. All these are simple

items that can greatly enhance and change an existing room and

furniture repairs are also available.

Commercially there is a huge demand for updates, small scale fit

outs, office furniture, ceiling and paneling works, partitioning and

false ceiling works, waterproofing works, paving works, cladding

works, outdoor works. Our dedicated team will always ensure that all

works, no matter how small, are completed to the same high

standard that Zenith has come to expect.

5. Small Works
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Arabian Ranches 
Jebal Ali, Dubai
Floor: G+4
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6.Aluminum and Glass Works 
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7.Quality Assurance / Quality Control Statement of  Intent

As part of Zenith Smart Contracting’s continuing programme of

Quality Assurance, it strives to achieve Zero Defects in all installations, in

partnership with the client.

For such standards to be achieved, it is necessary for all parties to the

project to be actively involved in a team approach with the spirit of

co-operation to recognize and implement the standards outlined

within the contract documentation from inception to completion.

Zenith Smart Contracting LLC undertakes to promote continual

professional development of its project management teams and sub-

contractors, to ensure an appropriate level of experience is matched

to each particular project.

To facilitate zero defects, ZSC LLC, together with its clients, jointly

undertake the following:

1. Define the Scope:

- Plan

- Programme

2. Review to buildability

3. Set and agree standards

4. Breed a culture of care

5. Continuous monitoring of:

- Procurement

- Installation

- Completion

6. Implement a de-snag to zero defects

This is a policy of continuous development designed to enhance the

product ZSC LLC deliver to the mutual benefit of the client and ZSC

LLC, in its desire for long term relationships and reputation.

This policy will be reviewed and developed periodically to ensure its

remaining effective and any necessary amendments will be

communicated to all employees.

Employees who will fully disagree with the company’s Health and

safety policies and procedures will be subjected to company disciplinary

procedures, which can include summary dismissal.

* Our full QA/QC Statement is available on request.
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8. Health and Safety Statement of Intent

It is the Zenith Smart Contracting L.L.C Policy to comply with the 

requirements of HSE, Dubai  Municipality ‘Code of Construction Safety 

Practice’ and or any revision to the same,  together with any specific 

procedure issued by the company.

The company recognizes that high standards or Health and Welfare 

are an integral  element of efficient business management objectives 

and contribute to the operational  efficiency and the profitability of the 

company. For such standards to be achieved,  adequate financial and 

physical resources will be made available thereby ensuring  continuing 

development of the competence of employee and the provision of any  

necessary expert advice and training.

Health and Safety is the management responsibility of equal 

importance to  production and quality, therefore managers will purse 

progressive improvements in  Health and Safety. This is done by 

establishing co-operation between individuals and  groups thereby 

ensuring that a positive Health and Safety culture is promoted and  

developed.

Equally, safety if the aims and objectives are to be achieved, it is 

recognized that all  employees have the highest duty of care to 

themselves and others. This is done by  avoiding hazards, preventing 

accidents and co-operating with the company and  complying with all 

instructions and recommendations on Health and Safety.

The company will ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable that;

Safe and Health work methods and conditions are provided and 

adopted. All  statutory requirements are observed and are treated as 

the minimum standards to be  applied to all work activities.

Employees are made aware if potential hazards and the precautions 

to be adopted,  by providing information, instructions, training and 

supervision. Steps are taken to  identify the immediate and underlying 

causes of work related injuries and implement  any preventative action 

necessary. Employees are actively encouraged to submit ideas  and 

suggestions for continuous improvement.

* Our full HSE Statement is available on request.
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9. Environmental Statement of Intent
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It is Zenith Smart contracting L.L.C’s Policy to operate the business and 

carry out its activities in a  way that recognizes it’s responsibility to and 

for the environment.

The company is committed to pursuing the best environmental 

practice however and  whenever practicable.

Each operating business unit is committed to meeting the objectives 

of the policy.  In particular we will:

■ Including environment issues as a matter of reporting at management 

level.

■Ensure that adequate human and financial resources are made 

available within  operating units to implement and maintain the

Policy.

■ Include environmental considerations in our business planning and

decision

making.

■Comply with all applicable regulations and statutory requirements as 

appropriate,  where no regulations exist, set our own standards.

■ Train all employees in environmental appropriate to their role.

■Conserve resources by the effective consumption of materials, energy 

and fuel and by  influencing design and specification where ever

possible.

■Encourage all suppliers and sub-contractors to develop or share 

environmental  policies in line with our company policy.

■Implement a waste minimization program and encourage 

recycling wherever  possible.

■Continuously monitor and improve the company’s environmental 

performance by  the use of management procedures.

* Our full HSE Statement is available on request.



10. Trade License
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13. Organisation Chart
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PRESIDENT/CEO

CIVIL

Project Engineer

Supervisor

Site Surveyor

Safety Officer

Construction  
skilled employees

MEP (Mechanical,  
Electrical &  
Plumbing)

Project Engineer

Supervisor
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Architect

Finance
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Manager

Accounts Assistant

Accounts Assistant

Human Resource
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Receptionist
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Hospitality  
Manager
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Driver
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Management
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Design/ Technical  
Support
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Cranes & Loading Equipment

30 Tonne Grove Rough Terrain Mobile Crane 1

Forklift 1

Construction Hoist 1
Excavators

JCB 220 Tracked Excavator / Breaker 1

Bobcat 1

Generators / Compressor

Generator – 250kva 1

Generator – 50kva 1

Generator – 5kv 1

Compressor 4

12. Plant and Equipment
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Vehicles

80 Seater Bus 5

14 Seater Van 2

Car 3

Cargo van 1

Pick – up 3 ton 1

Miscellaneous

Bar Cropper 4  

Bar Bender 4  

Floor Polisher 1  

Spindle Moulder 1  

Thickener Planer 1  

Planer 1  

Vibrator Compactor 11  

Welding Set 2

Old wood cleaning machine 1  

Marble Cutting machine 1  

Marble CNC machine 1  

Copy Router machine 4  

Single head aluminum cutter 2

PVC Vacuum machine 2

Wood planner and thickness 2

Milling machine 2  

Double head cutting machine 4  

Power Washer 3

CNC Cutting machine 1  

Routing machine 2

Cold press 2

Edge Lipping machine 2

Wood cutting machine 2

Block Cutter 3  

Mobile Lighting Sets 4  

Coring Machine 2  

Gunite Machine 1



APPROVALS

CERTIFICATES
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BUILDING COMPLETION CERTIFICATE - ZENITH TOWER A1
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BUILDING COMPLETION CERTIFICATE - ZENITH TOWER A2
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BUILDING COMPLETION CERTIFICATE - ZENITH CAMP C1
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INSPECTION CERTIFICATE



TEST CERIFICATES
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TEST CERIFICATE
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TEST CERIFICATES
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CERIFICATES
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SCAFOLDING INSPECTION CERIFICATES
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DEMARCATION CERIFICATES
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APPROVALS
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CIVIL DEFENCE CERIFICATES
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LABORATARY REPORTS FOR STEEL 
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LABORATORY RESULTS FOR CONCRETE
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LABORATORY RESULTS FOR CONCRETE
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LABORATORY RESULTS FOR CONCRETE
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INSPECTION REPORTS
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INSPECTION REPORTS
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INSPECTION REPORTS
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ALUMINUM GLASS INSPECTION REPORTS
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ALUMINUM GLASS INSPECTION REPORTS
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CERTIFICATE OF SAFETY 
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